
R4i Binder XPS (eXtensible Print System) is a powerful productivity tool for 
Authoring Teams that require paper publications. Its flexible drag and drop 
capability simplifies the creation of manuals, handbooks and large technical books.

R4i Binder XPS brings flexibility and simplicity to the 
production of paper publications, enabling users to 
build complete PDF books that include cover pages, 
hyperlinked tables of content and hyperlinked indexes.

R4i Binder XPS can be run stand-alone and is ideal 
for small authoring teams who need fast and robust 
structured publishing. 

How it works
R4i Binder XPS accesses structured content (for 
example, content that conforms to the ASD S1000D 
or DITA specification). It processes this content using 
stylesheets (also known as XSL-FO Stylesheets). 

R4i Binder XPS can utilize any XSL-FO stylesheets 
designed for any print standard. This includes the 
traditional Chapter/Section style publications, to the 
more modular print style utilized in the ASD S1000D 
specification, used by defense and aerospace.

Easy to use, R4i Binder XPS users simply design the 
layout of their publication by dragging content from 
their local or network drives.

If you already have a DITA map or Publication Module 
for your print structure, simply drag that file across 
to the Binder Layout View and all the required book 
structure and files are automatically inserted.

The book structure can then be saved to the library and 
a stylesheet selected to produce the PDF publication.

Features and benefits 

•  Save money with one tool for publishing legacy 
data and S1000D - R4i Binder can publish both SGML 
and XML content, based on any DTD or Schema 
specification.

• Zero Scripts required - No programming or 
development knowledge is needed to publish 
content.Use the powerful drag and drop functionality 
to build customized manuals, handbooks, operating 
procedures and maintenance procedures.

• Save time on book set-up and production - Pre-build 
and save book layouts for fast, consistent publication 
creation.

• Audit Compliance with release library management 
R4i Binder’s Book History feature retains a copy of 
every book PDF and Change Package (with Change 
Package module licensed) that has been published 
and released in the library, including official “release 
date”.

• Save Time and Money by continuing to use current 
XML/SGML Authoring Tools - No need to spend 
money on new software and re-training personnel in 
new authoring tools, as Binder works directly with the 
SGML or XML content.

• Need to publish the same content with a different 
style - Save your preferred stylesheet with a book 
configuration, or select a new one as required.

• No CSDB required – R4i Binder XPS has the ability to 
work with any SGML or XML files stored locally or on 
network drives.

 To access data directly from within the R4i CSDB, 
utilise R4i Binder Workstation.
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Change Packaging module for R4i Binder

To extend the reach of R4i Binder, ADG also offers a Change Packaging module. The Change Package module allows the 
authoring team to create change/revision packages in a matter of minutes, compared to the weeks that it can take to 
manually produce these changes.

The benefits of using R4i Binder XPS with Change Packaging include:

•  Ability to produce Change Packages with or without Change Mark-up in content, using the Binder differencing engine

•  Ability to output ‘changed pages’ automatically, with or without change bars displayed (depending on style preference)

•  Automatic generation of files that reflect changed pages, including: 
 - Table of Contents  
 - List of Figures  
 - List of Tables 
 - List of Effective Pages 
 - Revision History Sheet 
 - Index pages

For organizations that manually produce Change Pages, hundreds of thousands of dollars in people hours can be saved 
by implementing R4i Binder XPS with Change Packaging.

Learn more
To find out more about the R4i Binder suite or to have a one-on-one demonstration, 
contact ADG on telephone +61 7 3832 6888 or email sales@absolutedata.com. 
For more information, visit www.absolutedata.com 
Or visit http://www.absolutedata.com/free-resources/video-a-audio
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